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 3 - For the first time I have a problem with dpkg - I try to install a package and I get the error : AttributeError: 'NoneType'
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object has no attribute 'get'. Hi All,. I can't install anything because it says it is a locked package. dpkg - purge Remove the
package and all its dependencies. How to purge the package and all its dependencies? What is the reason behind the error?. Hi,.

How to purge a manually installed package? When I try to purge my manually installed package, it says that it is a locked
package. How can I get rid of that and perform a purge of my manually installed package?. How to remove.deb packages? I

have a.deb file installed using sudo dpkg -i package_name.deb. When I tried to remove it using sudo dpkg -P
package_name.deb. But it's shows a message saying :. You have held packages. Removing rtmpdump.. How do I uninstall.deb

files? I used sudo dpkg -r package_name.deb and it returns me with :. When I use sudo dpkg -r package_name.deb it says that it
is a locked package.. How to purge a manually installed package? When I try to purge my manually installed package, it says

that it is a locked package. How can I get rid of that and perform a purge of my manually installed package?. How to
remove.deb packages? I have a.deb file installed using sudo dpkg -i package_name.deb. When I tried to remove it using sudo

dpkg -P package_name.deb. But it's shows a message saying :. You have held packages. Removing rtmpdump.. How do I
uninstall.deb files? I used sudo dpkg -r package_name.deb and it returns me with :. When I use sudo dpkg -r package_name.deb
it says that it is a locked package. How can I get rid of that and perform a purge of my manually installed package?. I manually
install a.deb package, how can I remove it. It always returns me :. You have held packages. The following packages have been
kept back:. How to purge a manually installed package? When I try to purge my manually installed package, it says that it is a

locked package. How can I get rid of that and perform a purge of my manually installed package?. How to 82157476af
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